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Abstract

Starting with a short overview of the Swiss HLW disposal programme the paper addresses
the more general issue of how site characterisation programmes can better be matched to
the acknowledged data requirements of safety analysts and repository designers. Swiss
experience suggests that measures to promote mutual understanding between geologists
and quantitative modellers and advance planning of the GEO-data-synthesis can help to
bridge the gap separating performance assessment input parameters and field measure-
ments. This represents a step towards more effective and cost efficient field investigations

gite selection and site characterisation fora HLW-repository in Switzerland

For more than 15 years, Switzerland has been pursuing a phased strategy towards imple-
mentation of a deep geologic repository for high-level radioactive wastes (HLW) and other
long-lived radioactive wastes (TRU). The modest quantities of spent fuel or HLW arising from
a small nuclear power program and the requirement for a long intermediate storage period to
allow adequate heat decay taken together imply, that a strategy extending over several
decades is appropriate. It is, none the less, important for technical and public acceptance
reasons that intermediate goals and milestones are established and worked towards. The
programme phases are in part delineated by the necessary technical steps in a geologic
siting procedure, resulting in phases of

• regional surface exploration
• localised surface exploration
• full (underground) site characterisation
• repository implementation.

In part, however, the objectives of the phases are coupled to the requirement to increase in
a stepwise fashion the confidence of the regulators and the public that an adequately safe
repository system can indeed be implemented. In this sense the objective of phase 1 (1978-
1994) was to demonstrate the feasibility offinal disposal \r\ Switzerland and the objective of
the current phase 2 will be to identify and characterise a suitable site. Once siting feasibility
has been established we shall move to the next milestone which will require a definitive and
convincing demonstration of repository safety at the chosen site, based on detailed field
investigations from the surface and from underground. Phase 3 will end with the application
for a "general licence' which in turn will be followed by the construction license and the
operation license after repository construction in phase 4.

At present two geological formations are considered as potential host rocks for a high level
repository: the crystalline basement rock and the Opalinus clay, a sedimentary layer, only
about 100 m thick, which is, however, contained within a sequence of other low permeability
argillaceous formations. The siting areas for both host rock options are in the northern part of
Switzerland, away from the tectonic complications of the High Alps and the Jura mountain
chain. Extensive regional field investigations in the crystalline bedrock area started as part of
programme phase 1. These supplied the geo-data base for the disposal feasibility study
(Project 'Gewahr1) which has, in the meantime, been partly approved by the safety



authorities. The reservations that were made, resulted from regulatory concern that
insufficient evidence for the existence of a suitable site had been presented.

The first deep borehole of the regional field program was spudded near the village of
Boettstein, in 1982 after a prolonged licensing struggle. The necessity to procure permits for
preparatory drilling programs (or even individual boreholes) in connection with repository
investigations and the fact that these permits must be granted at the highest political level
(Council of Ministers) after two rounds of public comments, and in a situation where the
delineation of legal competence between the confederation and the cantons ('states') is not
always well defined, is peculiar to Switzerland and highlights an important boundary
condition under which site characterisation work has to be carried out. Apart from restricting
the flexibility in planning and preventing a fast reaction to incoming results, the complicated
and lengthy permitting procedure has another unwelcome consequence; it promotes a
tendency to develop and execute very extensive programs, even at a early stage of site
characterisation; the objective is often to extract the maximum of information from a hard-
won investigation or drilling permit, rather than to optimise the cost / benefit ratio of the
operation. The Boettstein borehole can serve as a early example: all borehole investigation
methods that held even a vague promise to deliver useful information were included in the
program; full coring and meticulous continuous core mapping, a massive amount of thin
sections and geological laboratory work, the full suite of geophysical logging tools,
continuous and closely spaced hydraulic tests (H-Log) and a extensive (and expensive)
water sampling program. In the end, the 1500 m borehole cost over 20 mio SFr (about 14
mio US S) and took about 13 months to drill and investigate. The net result, in terms of data
which was actually utilised for a project relevant purpose, was less than satisfactory and
demonstrated that field investigations that are developed from the front-end rarely meet the
expectations at the client-end. The end-users in the performance assessment and
engineering departments felt, that the acquisition of data had not effectively satisfied their
needs and not been carried out in efficient manner (Fig,1). Another 6 deep boreholes were
drilled and as the regional basement rock characterisation program progressed, cost could
be lowered and the effectiveness of the investigations increased significantly. In fact the last
borehole was drilled for one third of the Boettstein-cost, without sacrificing any of project
relevant data output. This was made possible by two measures: the first was the introduction
of more cost effective drilling and investigation techniques and the second and perhaps most
important was the streamlining of the investigation programs. It is this second point that will
be the main subject of this paper.

Based on experience from Swiss site characterisation work for both, HLW- and L/ILW
repositories which has been ongoing with varying intensity for the past 15 years, various
conclusions can be drawn. These conclusions have been drawn with the benefit of hind-sight
are probably not all directly applicable. Every national program has its own development and
learning curve but that does not mean that all the mistakes we have made should be
repeated.

Drawing-up a site characterisation master p l a n

The general objectives of a site characterisation master plan usually include at least the
following four points:

• Collect geotechnical data to enable (optimised) placement, design and construction of the
underground disposal facility

• Measure parameters required for the performance of a quantitative and auditable safety
analysis

• Develop an understanding of the expected evolution in time of the study site
• Avoid inducing unacceptable changes in the safety relevant characteristics of the site

Ideally what is required is a site characterisation plan which is optimally matched to the
requirements and needs of the performance assessors and engineers. A plan which



addresses all the relevant questions - and only the relevant questions - with the appropriate
level of effort and detail as cost effectively as possible. Such a performance assessment
driven site characterisation plan (leaving out the engineering aspects for the moment) is
rarely if ever achieved Is it an ideal worth aiming for? Can or should black-box computer
modellers specify the detailed geological investigation programme or should geologists
rather be allowed to "question nature in an open manner"? Charles Me Combie, the head of
Nagra's science & technology division, once said that

"No geological studies, no matter how interesting they might be, should be included in the
site characterisation plan unless there is a specific end-use foreseen for the data collected".

As a general guideline this can hardly be disputed as long as it is acknowledged that
legitimate end-uses are not necessarily restricted to performance assessment and
engineering. Given the complexity of nature it is justified and necessary that measurement
programmes (whether in mineralogy, hydrochemistry or hydrology) will always include
elements which contribute more to enhancing a general geological understanding of the site
than to producing hard numbers for quantitative analyses An adequate depth of geological
understanding is not only a prerequisite to put isolated findings into perspective and draw the
right conclusions, it is also expected, as a matter of course, by regulators and an often
surprisingly large number of outside critics with a background in classical geology.

These considerations should however, not be allowed to distract from the main issue; Total
System Performance Assessment (TSPA) should have a huge influence on geological
investigation programmes. Lip-service is paid by many programme directors to this ideal, but
in many cases, expensive field programmes still appear to be driven more by the "gut
feeling" or experience or subjective judgement of the geologists who decide which
parameters should be measured with what accuracy.

Why is it so difficult to tailor a well fitting site investigation program around the justifiable
needs and requirements of the end-users ? To shed some light on this question, it is
necessary to investigate the overall flow of information and identify the critical links on this
information path (Fig.2,1. Two of these critical links are the relations between performance
assessors and site investigators on the one side and between quantitative GEO-modellers
and field-geologists on the other. How formal the separation of these groups is, depends of
course on the organisational scheme; in our organisation we have experimented with several
models of subdivision over the years, but whatever scheme is chosen, these joints in the
information chain will have to be built in somewhere as soon as the total staff involved grows
to a certain size. Groups may work together better or worse, depending on individual
relations but some recurring problems suggest that there might also be systematic elements
contributing to a sometimes less than satisfactory co-operation.

Performance assessors, and site investigators

Performance assessors often have great difficulties defining their geo-data needs even in a
general or qualitative way, which is evident when they are invited to explicitly specify their
requirements. At first sight this may be surprising because their radionuclide transport
models ask for a well defined set of input parameters. But if a closer look is taken at the
principles and the structure of performance assessment (as it is performed in Switzerland)
the reasons become more understandable. Starting from given aims and boundary
conditions and an established safety concept, the performance assessment centres around
the scenario development and the consequence analysis. (Fig. 3). The scenarios to be
modelled are constructed on the basis of FEPs (Features, Events and Erocesses) which in
turn are either included in the scenario-construction toolbox or classified "irrelevant",
"unimportant", "reserve" or "open question". However, these classifications may change; in
order to assess the relative importance of FEPs the results of the consequence analysis
have to be known. Once they are known, they are fed back into scenario development. So



the procedure is in actual fact a loop which has to be worked around more than once. In the
early stages of a site characterisation program it is therefore very difficult for the safety
analysts to know exactly what questions to ask. What they can do is to give rough guidelines
by identifying "key questions" with regard to the main components of the performance
assessment modelling chain, the near-field, the geosphere and the biosphere models.

As the site characterisation progresses and the knowledge about the features of the
geosphere and the processes and events which have to be looked at increases, the
questions should become progressively more precise and more specific. This is normally the
case, but it can also happen that they change direction A "key question" may no longer be a
key question" or a newly discovered phenomena may prove to be interesting enough to be

included in the FEP-list or listed as "reserve FEP" or as "open question". It is often in this
more advanced phase of site characterisation that the communication between safety
assessors and the geo-staff starts to deteriorate. Geologists become frustrated because
yesterdays question of prime importance is not quite as important anymore today - the
corresponding field work is meanwhile in full swing - and for the new prime question nothing
has been planned and no answers can be promised From the geologists point of view this
looks all too often as if the safety assessors were arbitrarily jumping from one subject which
is "fashionable" at the time to the next without recognising sufficiently the time, cost and
effort gone into dedicated field programs. From the performance assessors point of view the
geologists are chronically behind, out of pace and never able to deliver what is really asked
for!

How could this situation be improved ? As a start, both sides should acknowledge that
performance assessment as well as site characterisation is a evolutionary process] not just
because the depth of understanding and the reliability of the safety analysis progressively
grows as time passes, but also because of our the progressively developing ability to ask the
right questions. The reason why the 'key questions' sometimes change, could however be
made much clearer if the performance assessors would make an effort to keep the
geologists regularly informed about where they stand in the scenario development /
consequence analysis loop.

While it is understandable to a degree, that 'moving targets1 and the sometimes unnecessary
vagueness of performance assessors in defining their geo-data needs, can lead to frustra-
tion on the other side, some of the difficulties in communication with site investigators are
nevertheless surprising. After all, at the point where the direct contact occurs, there are
quantitative modellers talking with quantitative modellers. These communication difficulties
may have something to do with an important difference between GEO- and PA-modelling.
On the site investigation side the aim of modelling is an optimal simulation of reality with the
minimum requirement that the model produces a response which equivalent to that of the
natural system. PA-modellers on the other hand have a different objective: their duty is to
establish the safety of the repository system (making the 'safety case') This often means
simulation in a sense that is diverging from reality, which is permissible as long as the
simulation is demonstrably conservative. However, the chances that PA- and GEO-
modellers will find a common language can be considered to be slightly better than the
likelihood of overcoming the more severe communication problem occurring between
quantitative modellers and traditional geologists.

Geologists and quantitative modellers

To see how obvious this problem is, it is not even necessary to touch on the more difficult
questions associated with future evolution of geological systems; already in the task of
quantitatively describing the present-day parameters influencing the ability of the geological
medium to retain radionuclides (or even more so in describing the spatial variations of these
parameters) geologists and modellers often do not speak the same language. One reason
may be a difference in mentality. Geology as a science has traditionally been deductive and



descriptive rather than predictive and quantitative. There are still old-style traditionalists
around who are proud that geology is more of an art than a science and who are content to
immerse themselves in geology alone. They work quantitatively with observations upon
which they develop (and defend to the end) a single "best interpretation" of any situation. w

They are satisfied with interpreting the past or, at best, explaining the present Fortunately
this species is gradually disappearing, but a distinct reluctance to abstract from the mass of
field observations, to classify and then to conceptualise is still frequently encountered among
field-geologists. It is probably the main stumbling block in the relations between geologists
and quantitative modellers.

Simplifying natural phenomena to a sufficient degree to make them digestible for quantitative
models and doing this in such a way to ensure a model response which is not equal but
equivalent with respect to the question asked, is as difficult as it is necessary. Not taking this
step may simply mean for the geologist that his data will not be used. Or, if the data base
was too expensive to acquire or too badly needed or both, it can mean that the conceptuali-
sation will be done by somebody who is less qualified. To ask for a qualified judgement or
just a "best guess" is always legitimate, even if the data base is allegedly "insufficient" (as it
invariably will be). It is even justified to expect that this guess is (if only slightly) better than
the guess of somebody without access to the data base.

It is certainly not meant to imply, that this characterisation is true for all field geologists and
much less for all geologists. Indeed, advanced numerical techniques like kriging which are
valuable when spatial resolution of data is poor were developed in the earth sciences.
Hydrogeology in recent years has become more and more quantitative. Hydrochemistry and
isotopic methods are based on numerical models necessitating quantitative knowledge of
processes and parameters. What has been found necessary in our organisation is to
continually encourage dialogue between all experts in the spectrum of disciplines involved -
and most specifically between geologists and non-geoiogists. Rather than promoting an " w '
specialist's view, an integral vision of and an integral responsibility for the information flow
from the field to its final application should be cultivated. It must be made clear, where each
piece of evidence fits in, to which product it contributes and what weight it carries in the
overall context This is not always easy to oversee.

The wide gap between PA-input parameters and field data (data-synthesis)

Only a small part of the field data collected in boreholes and other surface-based investiga-
tions provides directly and taken by itself an answer to a project-specific question. Most field
data are dependable, sometimes even reproducible, but their information content is re-
stricted, in a spatial or temporal sense, to their points of observation. The challenge of the
data synthesis is, to derive from these point-observations project-relevant data applicable in
the whole siting region and valid for the whole of the relevant time period in such a way that
the end result represents the best-possible approximation of the unknown reality. The
process of deriving such a dataset consists of several steps, from the interpretation of the
field data, through grouping, summarising and qualifying of individual datasets, to the
development of conceptual models which will serve as a basis for predictive numerical
models.

If the intention is to design a streamlined site characterisation plan, driven exclusively by the
acknowledged data needs of the end-users, it is important to establish a firm link between
PA- and engineering input parameters on the one side and the field data on the other. This
link, which ties together the front and back ends can only be provided by a well planned and
structured data-synthesis scheme. One may ask to what extent advance planning of the data * :

synthesis is possible and recognize that it can be a difficult process, but it is still surprising
that this important step is very often totally neglected. Unexpected findings can always
deflect the direction of data synthesis to a degree but this doesn't happen so often. More
important is, that the features and the kind of output to be expected from the data-acquisition



and modelling tools are sufficiently well known. This allows to anticipate in broad terms the
course the interpretation will take and to assemble the main elements of the data flow path.

Planning the Geo-Data synthesis (Geo-Data flow chart)

Planning of the GEO-data synthesis should start from a well defined set of objectives,
established by performance assessors and engineers in collaboration with a representative
from the site investigation side. The duty of the latter is to point out the limits of feasibility, in
the technical, operational or licensing sense and to make sure, that the emerging objectives
are formulated in a concrete and precise manner. Although the latter may be more easily
achieved in a advanced stage of the site characterisation program, it should still be possible
for any particular phase and does not prejudice the evolutionary development of the program
as a whole.

The term "GEO-dataset" or "GDS" is used at Nagra for the entirety of geological data with a
direct impact on repository performance or repository construction. GEO-dataset parameters
which make up the bulk of the investigation objectives, have rarely a direct relation to values
that can be measured in the field. The gap to be bridged can be very large, depending on
the maturity of the program and the level of sophistication applied in modelling. To visualise
the diverse and sometimes complex interactions between disciplines, intermediate
interpretation results and models, it is recommended to use data flow charts as a planning
tool. Fig. 4 shows as an example, how two particular GEO-dataset objectives - the
determination of total flow though a disposal cavern and the distribution of flow in discrete
water conducting features - are linked to the contributing field measurements. A com-
prehensive data flow chart which shows the connections between all GEO-dataset objectives
and all field surveys is rather more complex and best digested in the form of extracts,
according to particular disciplines, objectives or data sources. Provided that enough time is
available (e.g. while one is waiting for field investigation licences), it may even be worthwhile
to test the master plan for the GEO-data synthesis by using a hypothetical or "play"-dataset
for a dry-run. This often leads to the discovery of hidden deficiencies in the data flow scheme
such as non- matching modelling topologies, result transfer problems from one model to the
next, lacking or superfluous input-data or unfocussed modelling products.

This kind of planning has a number of merits. It provides a rational basis for the selection
and justification of specific field investigations; it shows where every data set fits in, helps to
identify gaps and - on the other hand - to fend off unjustified data acquisition claims. It
serves as a focus and guideline during data synthesis, when site investigators are
sometimes overwhelmed by the sheer bulk, the diversity and complexity of data they have
gathered in the course of an extensive site characterisation program. By making the
connections between the different data sets visible and the course of the whole GEO-data
synthesis more transparent, a clearly outlined data flow scheme can finally also be counted
as one instrument to encourage a "generalists view" (as opposed to a narrow specialist's
attitude) and a sense of common responsibility among those involved.

In most (if not all) cases GEO-dataset parameters (usually recommended values with a
associated band width) are either derived from models or are products of model calculations.
Models contain the condensed information from the field investigation program as well as the
most important conceptual assumptions. They are pivotal elements of the GEO-data syn-
thesis and form a sensible starting point for the design of the data flow scheme. The choice
of numerical models which are necessary to provide the desired GEO-dataset parameters
leads to a set of requirements in the form of conceptual assumptions, boundary conditions
and input values which in turn may be the products of preceding modelling calculations.
Once a modelling chain has been designed in this stepwise fashion and necessary input of
the front-end models is determined, there is a good basis on which to decide what field data
are required.



The field investigation plan (claims, and compromises)

This does not, of course mean that the detailed field investigation plan follows automatically
from this approach or could be derived from it in a strictly logical way. But if this preparatory
work is done, programme managers are likely to be in a better position to "control the multi-
disciplinary needs" with which they will be confronted with in the planning phase of field
investigations. It is natural and understandable that each representative of a certain
discipline in the earth sciences has a tendency to fully exploit the "tools of his trade" without
too much concern for the weight and significance of his contribution in the overall context.
The list of often heard arguments is long: "this is state of the art"; "it is done routinely in all
deep boreholes all over the world"; "if we spend all this money for drilling this hole, wouldn't it
be a shame not to ..."; "it is a unique opportunity which doesn't come back"; "what if
somebody later asks: why on earth didn't you ..." etc. The promised results can span the
whole spectrum from relatively soft "nice to know" information to hard facts. One borehole
survey may exclude another or have severe negative consequences for the quality of it's
results. There are hardly any generally applicable rules how the different components of
proposed a field investigation program should be weighted against each other and what level
of detail, effort and expenditure is appropriate in each case. Answering the two crucial
questions "What do we need" and "How much is enough" will always be required and will
always include elements of subjective judgement. The proposed planning approach can only
be a basis to make this judgement more plausible, traceable and defendable

Conclusions

A pre-planned data flow scheme for the synthesis of a GEO-dataset can be applied in the
reverse direction to establish a rational basis for the design of field investigation programs.
Together with active measures to improve mutual understanding and communication
between geologists and quantitative modellers, this may be a step towards a more effective
and cost efficient site characterisation which is better adjusted to the acknowledged GEO-
data needs of performance assessment and engineering.
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characterisation plan: general objectives

design and construction of the underground disposal facility
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A pre-planned data flow scheme for the synthesis of a GEO-dataset can
be applied in the reverse direction to establish a rational basis for the
design of field investigation programs. Together with active measures
to improve mutual understanding and communication between
geologists and quantitative modellers, this may be a step towards a
more effective and cost efficient site characterisation which is better
adjusted to the acknowledged GEO-data needs of performance
assessment and engineering.
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execution, data interpretation and synthesis, reporting etc. Recent

experience: Phase II surface investigations at the Wellenberg LIW

repository site (deep and shallow exploratory boreholes, reflection

seismics etc.), synthesis of all geological, hydrogeological

hydro-chemical and geophysical Wellenberg-data gathered since

1986 (preparation of a Data set for performance assessment),

geo-synthesis report, development of a subsurface investigation

concept for the future site characterization phases III and IV.

Reflection seismic 3-D survey in a densely populated HLW siting

area in Northern Switzerland

t>Overview of technical and management experience

-Nagra:

As head of the Site Characterization Division associated with a

mayor waste management program. In charge of a team of 18

scientists and project managers who cover a wide range of

expertise (geology, geophysics, rock mechanics, hydrogeology,

hydrochemistry, drilling and underground in-situ tests). Familiar

with all aspects of project management such as planning,

organisation, staff allocation, cost control etc. (average budget of

the division ca. 15 Mio SFr / year). Development of focussed site

characterisation concepts and programs to satisfy predefined

performance assessment and engineering data-base requirements.

Assessment of field investigation methods and selection of suitable

contractors, including contract negotiations. Supervision of field

work. Establishment of a structured and traceable procedure for



the final synthesis of complex geo-data sets (interpretation,

conceptualization and numerical modelling). Review and editing of

technical papers and reports, including comprehensive assessments

of (geological) site characteristics. Development of task specific

QC procedures.

-Shell International :

Work overseas as a member of a multinational expatriate

community. Familiarization with state-of-the-art exploration

technology; supervision of marine seismic operations and

interpretation of large seismic data sets. Well proposals which led

to commercial discoveries (one oil, one gas).


